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Abstract: Aviation significantly contributes to anthropogenic radiative forcing with both CO2 and
non-CO2 emissions. In contrast to technical advancements to mitigate the climate impact, operational
measures can benefit from short implementation times and thus are expected to be of high relevance
in the near future. This study evaluates the climate mitigation potential of nine operational improve-
ments, covering both in-flight and ground operations. For this purpose, an innovative approach is
presented to compare the results of measure-specific case studies, despite the wide differences in
the underlying modeling assumptions and boundary conditions. To this end, a selection of KPIs
is identified to estimate the impact of the studied operational improvements on both climate and
the stakeholders of the air transport system. This article presents a comparative method to scale
the results of the individual studies to a comparable reference, considering differences in traffic
sample size as well as CO2 and non-CO2 climate effects. A quantitative comparison is performed for
operational improvements belonging to the same category, i.e., trajectory-related, network-related,
and ground-related measures, and a qualitative comparison is carried out among all considered
operational improvements. Results show that the in-flight operational improvements are more
effective in mitigating the impact on climate with respect to ground operations. However, the latter
generally have a weaker impact on the aviation industry and a higher maturity level. Further research
could expand this study by assessing the effects of implementation enablers, such as actions at the
regulatory level, to facilitate the acceptance of the studied measures in the aviation industry.

Keywords: air traffic operations; non-CO2 effects; CO2 equivalents; stakeholder impact; on-ground
measures; in-flight measures

1. Introduction

Anthropogenic contribution to greenhouse gases in the atmosphere has increased
significantly in the last century leading to a rise in radiative forcing (RF). Consequently,
a raise in the global surface temperatures results in a variety of changes in the climate
system, including, e.g., sea level rise, modifications in the precipitation patterns, and more
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frequent extreme weather events [1,2]. In this context, aviation plays an important role in
emitting carbon dioxide (CO2) and non-CO2 species such as nitrogen oxides (NOx) and
water vapor (H2O) into the atmosphere. The effects resulting from non-CO2 emissions
such as NOx-induced ozone (O3) and methane (CH4) changes or contrail-induced cirrus
(CiC) are estimated to contribute to the majority of the total RF of aviation emissions [3,4].
Hence, ambitious goals have been set for the aviation industry to increase fuel efficiency
and to reduce the climate impact from both CO2 and non-CO2 emissions [5–7]. Never-
theless, previous analyses have shown that current regulations and measures from the
aviation sector do not suffice to comply with the goals that have been defined by the Paris
agreement [8]. Thus, the realization of an extensive set of additional measures from the
technical, operational, and regulatory sides will be required.

Technical climate mitigation measures typically aim to enhance fuel efficiency,
e.g., through lower weights, higher lift-to-drag ratios, or improvements of thrust-specific
fuel consumption [9,10]. More radical approaches target innovative engine concepts, e.g.,
hydrogen or battery-electric propulsion, as well as sustainable alternative fuels [9,11]. How-
ever, radically innovative technical measures are not expected to enter into service on a
larger scale in the next decade. In addition, technical approaches mostly aim for a reduction
in fuel burn as well as associated CO2 emissions and might neglect significant non-CO2
effects [12,13], as these non-CO2 effects are not necessarily proportional to fuel consumption
but also influenced by emission location and time [3,4]. In contrast to technical approaches,
operational measures can be implemented without major adjustments to the current air
transport fleet and thus benefit from short realization times. Also, non-CO2 effects can
directly be addressed by such operational measures. Hence, operational climate mitigation
measures are expected to play an important role in the short term to reach the defined
climate goals before technical innovations can be implemented on a large scale [5,7].

The current state of literature comprises various studies on individual operational
measures to reduce the climate impact of aviation, e.g., [14–20], which can be categorized
into three types of measures:

• Trajectory optimization including in-flight measures that reduce the climate effect
along trajectories by re-routing or improving procedures without changing the investi-
gated flight network itself. The climate impact can directly be related to one individual
mission. Exemplary measures are weather-optimized flight planning [21,22], climate-
optimized trajectories [17,23,24], flying at reduced altitudes and speeds [14,25,26], di-
rect or wind-optimal routing [21,27], continuous climb and descent operations [21,28],
and routing optimization for contrail avoidance [16,29].

• Climate-optimized operation of airline networks comprising in-flight measures that
affect the network for example by changes in the network flight schedule, where
reduction in the climate impact is not directly related to one individual mission.
This includes approaches such as Formation flight [19], Intermediate Stop Operations
(ISO) [15,30] and climate-aware network design and planning [31–33], e.g., by merging
or separating flights, reassigning aircraft, frequencies, and creating optimal hub-and-
spokes or point-to-point operations.

• Operational measures on-ground being implemented at the airport both air- and land-
side including, for instance, the upgrade of existing airport infrastructure according to
energy-efficiency criteria [34], sustainable taxi operations, e.g., by switching to single-
engine, electric, or hybrid solutions [21,35,36], electrification of ground vehicles [37,38],
or producing renewable energy at airports [39].

Typically, the results from different individual studies in terms of climate mitigation
potentials are not directly comparable to each other. This is due to different definitions of
the reference system used in the modeling process regarding spatial and temporal scope,
considered fleet and airports, incorporated missions and atmospheric boundary conditions
as well as varying modeling assumptions. However, a direct comparison is required to
identify the most effective mitigation measures, to support their implementation, and
to realize their potential to reduce the climate impact of aviation. The development of
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adequate regulations and policies to implement such mitigation measures and to achieve
the defined climate goals also calls for a comparative assessment of the different mitigation
approaches. Furthermore, an efficiency assessment of the different measures combining
ecological and economic consequences is required from an operator’s perspective for a
reasonable implementation. While previous studies have already presented a detailed quan-
titative comparison of two operational measures based on similar boundary conditions and
modeling assumptions, e.g., [16,25], analyses including several mitigation approaches have
typically focused on a sole qualitative comparison of measures so far, e.g., [10,40,41]. Fur-
ther work of research has looked at possible mitigation scenarios and pathways aggregating
different mitigation measures but lacks a direct comparison of individual improvement
means, e.g., [8,42].

This study presents a comparison of different operational measures to reduce the cli-
mate impact of aviation. Our goal is to identify especially effective and efficient approaches
from a set of in-flight and ground-related improvements. We contribute to the current
state of research, first, by summarizing mitigation potentials of different measures in a
comparable way, second, by providing a comparative method to scale obtained results
from individual measures to one common reference and, finally, by comparing different
promising measures regarding their effectiveness and efficiency to mitigate the climate
impact of aviation also considering the effects on the aviation stakeholders. For this pur-
pose, the paper is organized as follows: Subsequent to this introduction (Section 1), we
explain the applied methodology for comparing the different measures and describe the
method application for different types of improvements in Section 2. The achieved results
are presented in Section 3, before these are discussed with regards to comparability, the
underlying uncertainties, and the measures’ applicability (Section 4). Section 5 summarizes
the results and concludes with an outlook on further research.

This work is part of the EU Horizon 2020 Project on ‘Climate assessment of innovative
mitigation strategies towards operational improvements in aviation (ClimOP)’, which aims
to define promising mitigation strategies and regulatory recommendations based on a
comprehensive climate assessment of different operational measures in aviation. In this
context, both in-flight and on-ground operational measures are investigated and compared
considering implementation on a European scale.

2. Comparative Method

A comparative method is developed to make mitigation potentials from different
measure-specific studies comparable with one another. For this purpose, first, we identify
promising measures to be compared (Section 2.1) and select the assessment metrics to be
investigated (Section 2.2). Second, we present approaches to generalize and scale measure
potentials to a comparable base (Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, respectively) and explain the
utilized data and the application in the selected case studies (Section 2.4).

2.1. Operational Improvements to Be Compared

With the overall project goal to develop harmonized implementation strategies for
different operational climate mitigation measures, a set of promising operational improve-
ments (OIs) for the aviation sector is identified from the current state of literature. In an
expert assessment in course of the ClimOP project, candidate OIs have been rated according
to the following criteria [43]:

• Mitigation potential of the OI to significantly reduce the climate impact of aviation
in terms of CO2 and non-CO2 emissions.

• Scientific relevance, i.e., the OI is discussed and considered promising in the special-
ized literature on climate change and aviation.

• Technological readiness, which directly affects the timescale of implementation in
everyday operations and a low cost/benefit ratio of the implementation to facilitate
the measures realization.
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• Coverage of all areas of operations, namely the airport operations, the aircraft ground
operations, and the aircraft operations at network and trajectory levels.

• Modeling feasibility, capability and expertise of involved parties of the project in-
cluding the ability to model changes of the relevant operations, and to quantify the
impact on the climate and the stakeholders.

Based on a long list of 25 operational climate mitigation measures, the expert rating
led to the selection of 9 OIs of different types, which are investigated individually (selection
details in [43,44]), before being compared to each other on a set of defined climate and
non-climate key performance indicators (KPIs). The types of OIs, the specifically selected
OIs, and their respective assessment approach are displayed in Table 1.

Table 1. Overview on considered operational improvements per type.

In-Flight Measures Ground-Related Measures
Trajectory-Related OIs Network-Related OIs

Definition of OI type

• Climate mitigation
in-flight

• Assessment for
individual flight mission
possible

• Horizontal and vertical
re-routing to reduce
climate impact

• Climate mitigation
in-flight

• Assessment for
aggregated flight
networks

• Changes due to
adjustments of
origin–destination (OD)
pairs, aircraft assignment
or frequencies

• Climate mitigation at the
airport on-ground

• Including extension of
infrastructure on land
and air-side

Considered measures

• Reduced cruise altitudes
and speeds (Flying low
and slow, LOSL)

• Free routing (FREE)
• Wind-optimized flight

planning (WIND)
• Climate-optimized

trajectories (CLIM)

• Network optimization
(NETW)

• Climate-optimized
Intermediate Stop
Operations (ISOC)

• Sustainable taxi
operations (SETX)

• Electrification of ground
vehicles (ELEC)

• Upgrade of airport
infrastructure (INFR)

Assessment

Individual trajectory
optimization regarding CO2
and non-CO2 effects under
specific weather conditions

Reduction in climate impact
from CO2 and non-CO2
emissions for an extensive
flight plans in a climatological
approach

Reduction of carbon emissions
and their respective climate
impact on-ground

Reference publications [45–48] [20,31] [49–51]

Trajectory-related improvements are performed with different degrees of freedom,
including reduced cruise altitudes and speeds (LOSL), free routing (FREE), wind-optimal
flight planning (WIND) incorporating different objective functions, and climate-optimized
trajectories (CLIM) integrating a four-dimensional optimization of trajectories. As these
improvements significantly depend on day-specific mission characteristics and meteorolog-
ical boundary conditions, a sample of representative days is investigated. Network-related
improvements comprise strategic network optimization (NETW) with different objective
functions and climate-optimized Intermediate stop operations (ISOC). As these OIs do not
focus on individual flight missions, an aggregated approach is selected, where a yearly Eu-
ropean network is analyzed based on climatological mean values. Among ground-related
OIs, we consider sustainable taxi operations (SETX), electrification of ground vehicles
(ELEC), and an upgrade of airport infrastructure (INFR) assessed for European airports for
the reference year. Details on the OI assessments, the included operational changes, and
the detailed results are provided in Appendix A.
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2.2. Selected Metrics for Comparison

The assessment of different OIs and their comparison focuses on the climate mitigation
potential, as well as resulting impacts on the stakeholders of the air transportation system.
Hence, suitable KPIs need to be identified.

For the climate impact assessment, the corresponding climate metric, time horizon
and emission scenario are determined [52]. Possible climate metrics include the quantity
of emissions, which causes changes in atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases
(GHG), resulting RF, global warming potential (GWP), global temperature potential (GTP),
and average temperature response (ATR) [2,52–55]. While emission quantities deal as a first
indicator directly related to fuel consumption, RF indicates radiation changes caused by
concentration changes in the atmosphere and is influenced by background emissions as well
as reference time. GWP and GTP link to a chosen time horizon (e.g., 20, 50, 100 years) and
summarize the impact on radiation or temperature changes, respectively. ATR describes
the mean future temperature development over a period up to the chosen time horizon [52].
Relevant advantages and disadvantages of different climate metrics are summarized in
Table 2 [56,57]. In the following, the comparison of climate effects is focused on ATR over a
time horizon of 100 years (ATR100) incorporating a future-emission background scenario
(F-ATR) as defined by the business-as-usual scenario (BAU) in Grewe et al. [8]. This metric,
widespread in literature, e.g., [14,15,55], reduces the dependency on the time horizon and
is directly related to climate impact, in other words, near-surface temperature change. The
100 year time horizon is typically used in policy making and enables a proper consideration
of long-lived species such as CO2 [57].

Table 2. Overview of different climate metrics [56].

Properties RF GWP GTP ATR

Direct relation to ∆T no no yes yes
Accounts for lifetime no yes yes yes
Accounts for thermal inertia no no yes yes
Dependence on time horizon strong weak strong weak

The climate mitigation potential of an OI is defined in the following as the reduction in
ATR100 caused by the implementation of an OI with respect to the reference case without
implementation of the OI.

Non-climate KPIs describe the different measures’ effects on operations and the air
transportation system. These parameters can be further differentiated into technical, opera-
tional, economic, and acceptance KPIs. Technical KPIs are directly related to the efficiency
and performance of the aircraft and can primarily be described by fuel consumption or fuel
efficiency. Operational KPIs relate to the tactical and strategic operations of the involved
parties, for instance, described by aircraft utilization or number of landing–take-off (LTO)
cycles per time period. Airline networks can further be characterized by their available
seat kilometers (ASK). Consequences for air navigation service providers (ANSP) can be
described by the number of aircraft movements in an airspace sector, the routing efficiency,
i.e., the divergence from the optimum route for a flight, and the added flight distance
or time. Economic effects of implementing in-flight OIs can be analyzed by changes in
direct operating cost (DOC) combining variable and fixed operating costs and summarizing
changes in fuel consumption, flight time, flight distance, and LTO cycles performed on
a monetary basis [58–61]. Changing airline networks may also lead to profit and rev-
enue changes. Moreover, impact on airports can be described by changes in the number
of LTO cycles. When implementing changes to the ground processes, fuel and energy
consumption are relevant as they are directly related to operational costs. Furthermore,
the implementation of OIs typically requires a substantial initial investment. In addition,
acceptance of measures can be qualitatively analyzed by investigating community, market,
and socio-political acceptance [62].
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While a variety of different non-climate KPIs has been assessed in the OI-individual
studies, we select DOC, profit, and initial investments as central non-climate KPIs for a
quantitative comparison as they summarize possible obstacles to the implementation of the
selected OIs from an economic perspective. A qualitative comparison of the non-climate
effects is based on economic and operational consequences per stakeholder.

2.3. Scaling Approach

The portfolio of studied OIs (Table 1) is associated with a wide variability of modeling
approaches to estimate the climate mitigation potential as well as different definitions of
the underlying reference cases (see Appendix A). Hence, a direct comparison between the
individual study results is limited so that a comparative assessment method is required. For
this purpose, we differentiate into the scaling of in-flight and on-ground effects (Figure 1),
which is required due to substantial differences in the related effects: In-flight aviation
emissions comprise CO2 and non-CO2 species such as H2O, NOx or aerosols [3]. The
resulting climate effect is, among others, strongly dependent on the emission altitude. For
instance, H2O-induced effects (either directly or indirectly through the formation of CiC)
are significant around the tropopause and comparably negligible at lower altitudes [14,63].
The same holds true for NOx-induced climate effects as the concentration of NOx emissions
in the upper troposphere is significantly lower than in urban regions. Hence, relatively
small amounts of aircraft emissions have notable effects in higher altitudes [3,63,64]. In
other words, near-ground NOx-induced climate effects are negligible compared to effects
from in-flight emissions. Moreover, non-CO2 gases and particles are associated with
relatively short atmospheric residence times, leading to a more heterogeneous distribution
in the atmosphere compared to CO2 emissions, whose climate effect can be considered
independent of emission location and time of release [3,65]. Consequently, scaling of
climate mitigation potentials for in-flight measures requires to account for both different
traffic sample sizes, directly related to CO2 climate effects, and non-CO2-induced effects.
Traffic sample size scaling and associated fuel consumption are approximated with covered
ASK per flight plan, while the location- and time-dependent non-CO2 effect is estimated via
route-specific CO2 equivalents (CO2-Eq), as for instance introduced by Dahlmann et al. [66].
CO2-Eqs deal as a proxy for the non-CO2 climate effects as they represent the total climate
impact along a route relative to the CO2 climate impact. Conversely, mitigation potentials of
on-ground measures at the airport can be limited to an analysis of CO2 emissions and effects,
hence do not necessarily require the inclusion of emission location. The consideration of
local air quality is excluded from this study. The climate impact is scaled according to the
traffic volume at an airport indicated by the number of movements.

Figure 1. Applied proxies for scaling of mitigation potentials (dashed line: traffic size proxy, dotted
line: required scaling parameter for in-flight non-CO2 effects).

2.3.1. Comparing Climate Mitigation Potentials for Different In-Flight OIs

Each in-flight OI’s climate mitigation potential is assessed for a reference flight plan
defined by the study scope, e.g., representative missions or a specific airline network. Our
goal is to extend these estimates to a target flight plan which corresponds to the overall
missions of interest for the comparison. The applied scaling approach of climate effects is
schematically described in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of scaling approach for in-flight OIs incorporating differences in
traffic size and non-CO2 effects between reference and target flight plan.

First, the traffic-size-related scaling is performed to consider effects from different
flight frequencies, aircraft types and the associated fuel consumption as well as CO2 effects.
This effect is modeled with the ASK-related scaling factor a calculated as

a =
ASKtarget

ASKre f erence
(1)

where ASKtarget defines the sum of ASK for the target flight plan for which the climate
impact is to be estimated based on the reference flight plan with ASKre f erence.

Second, CO2-Eq-related scaling is performed to incorporate the mission-specific de-
pendency between CO2 and non-CO2 effects, which are defined by:

CO2Eq =
ATR100total
ATR100CO2

(2)

To avoid computationally extensive calculations, a simple approach to estimate route-
specific CO2-Eq can be applied as presented by Dahlmann et al. [66]. The authors introduce
a regression model to calculate CO2-Eq for non-CO2 emission in dependence of flight
distance and average latitude from origin and destination airports per mission as follows:

CO2Eq = 1 + fNOx (Φorig, Φdest, D) + fH2O(Φorig, Φdest, D) + fCiC(Φorig, Φdest, D) (3)

with CO2Eq as the climate impact in CO2 equivalents of ATR100 for a specific route with a
distance of D and latitude of origin and destination airport described by Φorig and Φdest,
respectively. A detailed description of the functions per climate species ( fNOx , fH2O, and
fCiC) can be found in Dahlmann et al. [66]. Alternatively, the CO2-Eq of a reference or
target flight plan can also directly be derived from detailed calculations, if the reference
case results are available for the target flight plan. It needs to be considered that the method
to estimate route-specific CO2-Eq also determines if seasonal differences can be considered
or annually aggregated mean values are included. Subsequent to the CO2-Eq calculation,
the respective scaling factor c can be determined as follows:

c =
CO2Eqtarget

CO2Eqre f erence
(4)

where CO2Eqtarget defines the average CO2-Eq for target flight plan for which the climate
impact is to be estimated based on the reference flight plan with a CO2-Eq of CO2Eqre f erence.

Finally, both scaling aspects can be combined to estimate ATRtarget for the target flight
plan by applying the previously calculated scaling factors:

ATRtarget = a · c · ATRre f erence (5)

The scaling approach of climate effects can further be improved with flight matching
in a pre-processing step. The goal of the matching approach is to find the best suitable
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reference flight for every selected target flight used for scaling. Selection criteria can be
determined by differences in flight distance, origin, and destination airport location, or
aircraft type.

Validation of the introduced scaling approach is performed based on the individual
assessment of the results from the ISOC study, presented in Appendix B. The above-
described approach is not only applicable to scale results obtained for a limited reference
case to a broader flight plan incorporating fleet distribution, spatial expansion, and mission
length, but also links the mitigation potential of an OI obtained for a certain scope (e.g.,
a limited geographic area) to a broader scale. However, we observe that sample size
and composition of the available reference flight plan influence the accuracy and limit
significance for flight plans of smaller sample size.

2.3.2. Comparing Climate Mitigation Potentials for Different On-Ground OIs

In contrast to the in-flight related OIs, on-ground climate effects are assumed to be
independent of airport location. Hence, scaling emission quantities from a reference airport,
for which a detailed study has been performed, towards the set of target airports to be
considered is based on aircraft traffic movements alone. The resulting climate mitigation
potential can be determined in a final conversion step.

Figure 3 schematically illustrates the generalization strategy adopted by the ground-
related OIs with three levels of generalization, including the associated modeling detail and
comparability levels. Within the detailed assessment per reference airport, the emissions
are estimated for a unit source, which can, for instance, be represented by different aircraft,
ground vehicles, or building types. In a second step of the reference airport study, this
specific data per unit source is generalized to the implementation of the OI at the considered
reference airport, e.g., based on the aircraft operating at this airport or the respective ground
vehicle fleet. To scale the OI results obtained for a reference airport to the target airports,
the number of flight operations at the airports is used as a proxy to scale fuel and energy
consumption as well as corresponding emissions. On this basis, ATR100 as the selected
climate metric can be assessed.

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of scaling and generalization approach for on-ground OIs incorporat-
ing different levels of detail.

2.4. Data and Application of the Scaling Approaches

To avoid including COVID-19 pandemic effects, the selected OIs are assessed for
implementation in 2018. The geographic target scope is restricted to the European area,
i.e., flights starting or landing in the area of the European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC),
European airlines, or airports located in the ECAC area. This is explained by the fact that
recommendations for regulations and policies are derived for European operations in the
project context. The scaling method described in Section 2.3 is applied to the OI-specific case
study results. To this end, we utilize flight plan data provided by Sabre Market Intelligence
Database as well as atmospheric reanalysis data provided by ECMWF for the in-flight
related OIs and airport data provided by SEA as a consortium partner in the project. A
detailed quantitative comparison within the same measure type, namely trajectory-related,
network-related, and ground-related, is performed based on relative and absolute changes
in climate and non-climate KPIs. On this basis, a semi-quantitative comparison of all
considered measures can be derived in a final step.
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2.4.1. Application for In-Flight-Related OIs

Trajectory-related OIs have been investigated by incorporating day-specific weather
situations and atmospheric boundary conditions for one to four selected representative
days. As only one comparable representative day is considered in all four studies, the
detailed comparison is thus limited to this day. The target flight plan is defined by all flights
originating or departing from the ECAC area performed with Airbus or Boeing passenger
aircraft and with a distance of at least 500 km. This covers 25.3% of the global flight plan
ASK on the selected day and 87.8% of all European flights. Reference flight plans vary
significantly for the individual studies (see Appendix A). KPIs of the comparison are set
to F-ATR100, which is derived from ATR20 by applying conversion factors determined
in Dietmüller et al. [67], and DOC. Since the considered mission adjustments are limited
to the flight itself without changing aircraft assignments or OD pairs, we assume that
passenger capacities and ticket prices do not change with the OI implementation. The
scaling is performed as follows: Based on the measure-specific reference flight plan, climate
mitigation potentials in terms of ATR100 are scaled to the target flight plan of the selected
representative day. CO2-Eqs for the selected representative day are estimated with algo-
rithmic climate change functions (aCCFs) [67,68], which have been assessed for the full
target flight plan. On this basis, different application scopes of the investigated OIs can be
modeled, e.g., an application of LOSL for all long-range flights to or from the ECAC area
or an application of CLIM for North Atlantic flights only. However, an implementation
of LOSL is assumed to be suitable for long-distance flights only as shorter Intra-European
missions are typically performed at lower flight altitudes and are expected to be addressed
by optimized routing concepts as covered by the OIs FREE and WIND. Resulting changes
in DOC are scaled based on the traffic size, namely ASK.

The comparison of network-related OIs is performed based on all flights covered by
European airlines, annually aggregated for 2018. The results from the individual case
studies are scaled to a target flight plan consisting of all flights performed by these airlines
focusing on three airline types, namely primary hub-and-spoke (H&S) airlines, secondary
H&S airlines, and low-cost carriers (LCC). Regional airlines are excluded from the consider-
ations. The resulting target flight plan covers 19.6% of all global ASK in 2018 and 69.4% of
all flights from and to Europe. As NETW has been assessed individually for one represen-
tative airline per category, scaling is performed in two steps: First, mitigation potentials per
representative airline are scaled to all airlines of the same category in accordance with their
respective fleet size. By doing so, we assume that the bigger an airline fleet is, the higher
optimization potentials can be achieved. Second, the climate mitigation potential per airline
type is scaled according to the respective ASK and average CO2-Eq per airline type. By con-
trast, an individual scaling for the ISOC results is performed, including a matching based
on flight characteristics. CO2-Eqs are calculated with the regression formulas provided by
Dahlmann et al. [66]. To assess the stakeholder impact, DOC and profit are considered.
The consideration of profits is required for the NETW OI as network adjustments lead to
changes in served missions, frequencies, and payloads thus influencing captured demand
and revenue. The stakeholder analysis of ISOC is focused on DOC, while resulting changes
in profit can only be indicated qualitatively due to limited data availability.

2.4.2. Application for Ground-Related OIs

According to Section 2.3.2, the climate mitigation potential of the ground-related OIs
is estimated based on the fuel, energy, and emission savings per unit source as part of
the reference airport study. In the case of SETX, the unit source is an aircraft type. In
the case of ELEC, it is a vehicle class, and in the case of INFR, it is a conceptual office
building. The resulting changes in KPIs per OI are then assessed in detail at the selected
reference airport Milan Malpensa Airport (MXP), for which detailed data were available
to the project consortium. For this purpose, the airport-specific flight schedule with its
exact taxi times leads to emission decreases due to the implementation of SETX. The effects
from ELEC at MXP are modeled based on the detailed ground support equipment (GSE)
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fleet composition and the respective mileage to obtain changes in GHG emissions. Under
consideration of the climate conditions at MXP, energy savings for the conceptual office
building are scaled to the airport level. Required investments and possible investment
amortization times can also be assessed for MXP as a reference airport in this context.

Finally, changes in fuel and energy consumption as well as emission savings are
generalized from MXP airport to all airports in the ECAC area (target airports) based on
the number of airport movements. Thereby, the following assumptions are considered:

• SETX: We estimate the taxi times at the different airports based on average taxi times
at Europe’s most frequented airports for one representative aircraft type.

• ELEC: We assume an equal distribution of ground fleet vehicle categories regarding
vehicle sizes and mileages, while the fleet size itself is expected to scale with the
annual air traffic at the considered airports.

• INFR: We incorporate the climate zones corresponding to the airport location as this is
expected to significantly influence the efficacy of the selected energy-efficiency measures.

Conclusively, the generalized emissions are converted to ATR100 following the ap-
proach presented by Sausen & Schumann [69]. Further details on the individual studies
and the applied approach can be found in Appendix A.3.

3. Results: Comparing Different Operational Mitigation Measures in Aviation

Individual measure results are summarized and limitations to their comparability are
illustrated in Section 3.1. Based on the varying boundary conditions and underlying refer-
ence cases, the comparative method as described in Section 2 is applied to quantitatively
compare OIs of the same type for a common baseline (Section 3.2) before a qualitative
comparison is finally performed across the different measures types in Section 3.3.

3.1. Mitigation Potential from Assessment of Individual OIs

The results of the individual measures are presented per type in the following. A
detailed explanation of the underlying measure-specific assessment process and results can
be found in Appendix A.

3.1.1. Individual Mitigation Potential of Trajectory-Related OIs

The individual study on LOSL finds a climate mitigation potential in ATR20 of 16.1%
and 11.5% in ATR100 for 11 December 2018 for a North Atlantic flight sample (−5.4% in
ATR100 for the full sample of considered European long-range flights). The reduction in cli-
mate impact can be explained by an overcompensation of rising effects from CO2 and NOx
by a reduction in effects from H2O and CiC. Besides the significant reduction in climate
impact, an increase in fuel consumption and flight time is observed, leading to a higher
operating cost of approximately 1.7% on the selected case study day in December [45,70].
By contrast, the OIs FREE and WIND show a substantial reduction potential in fuel con-
sumption, CO2 as well as non-CO2 emissions, and climate impact. These concepts result in
an overall reduction potential between 7 and 9% in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions,
between 26 and 31% in NOx emissions, and a climate mitigation potential between 20%
and 24% in ATR100 in the focused airspace. Reduction in flight time and fuel costs result
in a DOC decrease of up to 4.3%. Nevertheless, travel time and air traffic control (ATC)
complexity increase with wind-optimized trajectory planning [47]. Moreover, the analysis
of CLIM for four transatlantic night flights shows route-individual climate mitigation
potentials between 9% and 15% for ATR20 (8–13% in ATR100) associated with fuel penalties
between 2% and 6% [48,71]. An overview of the mitigation potentials is given in Figure 4,
and further details on the results are described in Appendix A.1.
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Figure 4. Results from individual trajectory-related studies and respective covered ASK for different
case studies of the investigated OIs.

Although all trajectory-related measures are based on an assessment of individual
flight missions on 11 December 2018, different assumptions are made for the reference case.
Therefore, an additional adjustment and scaling of the results is required before comparing
the individual studies’ results. Different sizes of the considered scope are illustrated in
Figure 4 by covered ASK in the reference case. For instance, the size of the flight plan
(large sample of North Atlantic flights for LOSL in comparison to selected flights for CLIM
or flights in a defined airspace for FREE and WIND) and the considered aircraft types
(wide-body or narrow-body aircraft) explain large differences in covered ASK per reference
flight plan, which requires scaling of the individual results to a comparable scope. In
this context, it needs to be considered that results for all trajectory-related OIs are only
comparable for the investigated winter day and cannot directly be extrapolated to one year.
Figure 5 illustrates the regional climate sensitivity as indicated by the merged aCCF for
two representative days, one for winter and one for summer 2018, that have been analyzed
in the LOSL study [45]. We observe significant differences in ATR100 per fuel burnt. In
particular, regions of contrail formation are expected to significantly influence the location
of highly climate-sensitive areas. Obviously, the location of areas with high climate impact
varies for the displayed days, e.g., when looking at the focused airspace in studies on
FREE and WIND. This influences the mitigation potentials of trajectory-related measures in
general and the scaling accuracy for the investigated reference airspace in FREE and WIND
in particular.

3.1.2. Individual Mitigation Potential of Network-Related OIs

The network optimization including climate effects as performed in the OI NETW
shows mitigation potentials between 1 and 13% in ATR100 for the different selected rep-
resentative airlines. This is associated with a drop in profit of up to 7% on an airline
level, although DOC even decreases marginally. Observed network changes are primarily
characterized by flying on shorter routes rather than medium or long-haul missions [31,71].
Furthermore, ISOC study results show that implementation of climate-optimized ISO on
the network of European long-haul flights comes with a climate mitigation potential of
approximately 40% in ATR100 for the considered flight plan. Nevertheless, flight time and
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fuel consumption increase significantly due to additional starts and landings, detours to
reach the required refueling airport as well as a reduction of flight altitudes, which yields a
DOC rise of 20.9% [20].

Figure 5. Merged aCCFs illustrating the climate effect in terms of ATR100 relative to fuel consumption
for the European region as well as the investigated airspace of FREE and WIND; Visualization is
exemplary for pressure level at 225 hPa at 00:00UTC.

The results achieved for the network-related OIs cannot directly be compared to one
another as ISOC results have been calculated for long-range missions from or to the ECAC
area, because the concept is not applicable to shorter flights. Moreover, results for NETW are
given for three individual airlines and need to be scaled to the full sample of all European
airline flights. Variations of associated study scopes and mitigation potentials obtained
for the OI-individual case studies are displayed in Figure 6. Details on the individual case
studies and their results can be found in Appendix A.2.

Figure 6. Results from individual network-related studies and respective covered ASK for different
case studies of the investigated OIs.
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3.1.3. Individual Mitigation Potential of Ground-Related OIs

In the first step, the emission savings per ground-related OI are assessed per unit
source, namely aircraft category (SETX), ground vehicle class (ELEC), and a conceptual
office building (INFR). Individual case studies on the considered OIs lead to a reduction
in fuel consumption and savings in CO2 emissions of on average 75% compared to the
reference case for SETX and between 18% and 32% energy savings INFR depending on
the climate zone of interest [49,51]. An extrapolation of results to the case study airport
of MXP shows climate mitigation potentials in terms of ATR100 of 54% for SETX, 84%
for ELEC, and 21% for INFR, associated with significant required investments between
5 and 113 million euros at MXP. Further details on the individual studies can be found
in Appendix A.3. An extrapolation of the achieved results to the target of all European
airports is reported in the following subsection.

3.2. Generalization and Comparison within Measure Types

Based on the individual results achieved in the measure-specific case studies, a com-
parison is prepared by applying the comparative method (Section 2.4) investigating climate
mitigation potential and associated stakeholder effects caused by the selected OIs.

3.2.1. Comparison of Trajectory-Related OIs

Scaling of the LOSL results to the European target flight plan can be performed
for different application scopes. We find a mitigation potential of 1.3% in ATR100 for
implementation of LOSL on all North Atlantic flights of the target sample of European
flights (associated with 0.4% increase in DOC). Scaling the results to implementation on all
long-range flights from and to Europe, we observe a reduction potential in ATR100 by 1.8%
(+1.0% in DOC) for the European target flight plan. In general, we see higher mitigation
potentials for North Atlantic flights compared to other long-distance flights from or to the
ECAC area caused by the specific weather situation on the considered day.

Implementation of FREE or WIND in the considered airspace only leads to limited
mitigation potentials in relation to the target flight plan (between 0.3% and 0.4% depending
on the selected objective function, associated with a slight DOC decrease of 0.1%). However,
it can also be assumed that the concept can be expanded to further European airspaces.
The reports by Functional Airspace Block Europe Central (FABEC) [72–74] show that the
overall routing inefficiency defined by comparing the great-circle distances and planned
flight distances is around 5.8% in FABEC airspaces in 2021, and it is around 5.6–5.9% in
the investigated German Airspace between 2018 and 2021. Therefore, obtained results can
be considered representative of the European region in terms of efficiency and fuel-saving
potential. Nevertheless, the representativity of the found climate mitigation potentials is
limited due to the specific meteorological conditions in this airspace on the investigated
day. For this example, almost no CiC are expected to form in the considered temporal and
spatial scope. For the target sample, we observe a significantly higher non-CO2 climate
impact for the target flight plan compared to the individual airspace reference (CO2-Eq of
4.87 compared to 2.65), which is among other effects explained by limited climate impact
from CiC in the selected airspace (contribution of 11.5% to ATR100 for the target flight
plan compared to 0.6% in the selected airspace). Therefore, we expect a smaller mitigation
potential when scaling FREE and WIND concepts to a broader scale.

Modeling climate-optimized trajectories (CLIM) on average shows large mitigation
potentials of 9.9% in the North Atlantic region while keeping cost increase below 4.4%
for the investigated reference flights. If these mitigation potentials can be transferred to
all North Atlantic flights, we find a climate mitigation potential of 1.1% and a climate
mitigation potential of 3.3% when implementing climate-optimized flight planning for all
European long-haul flights (+1.1% and +2.7% in DOC, respectively) for the overall target
flight plan.

Figure 7 combines the obtained mitigation potentials for different trajectory-related
OIs and different OI application scopes. Obviously, we find the highest mitigation potential
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by implementing CLIM as it incorporates four dimensions in trajectory optimization. On
average, approximately one-third of the mitigation potentials of CLIM can be achieved with
LOSL, though associated with relatively high changes in DOC. The mitigation potentials of
FREE and WIND are found to strongly depend on the selected airspace and the implemen-
tation scope. We estimate the mitigation potentials to be between the potentials observed
for LOSL and CLIM. In contrast to other OIs, a reduction of routing inefficiencies due to the
implementation of FREE/WIND is associated with a decrease in operating cost. However,
the obtained results have been achieved for the selected winter day of 11 December 2018
only. In comparison to other day-specific case studies, e.g., [45,75], we see that mitigation
potentials for this day are found to be higher, especially in the North Atlantic region, which
needs to be considered when extrapolating the results to annual potentials.

Figure 7. Comparison of climate mitigation potentials resulting from different trajectory-related OIs
in relation to the resulting change in DOC.

3.2.2. Comparison of Network-Related OIs

In the case of NETW, we find a mitigation potential of approx. 8% by implementing
climate-optimized network planning for all European airlines according to the described
two-step generalization (Section 2.3.1). As the number of flights is slightly reduced (up
to 1% for LCC), DOC drops by 2.1%. However, profits per airline are reduced by 5.8% on
average as routes, load factors, frequencies, ticket sales, and thus revenue changes.

A generalization of ISOC results in the full European target flight plan leads to a
mitigation potential of 25.8% in terms of ATR100. While ASK of the considered long-range
reference flight plan represent approximately 44% of the full target sample of European
long-range flights, CO2-Eq are higher for the observed long-range flights. The climate
mitigation potentials are opposed by an increase in DOC of 8.8%. Changes in revenue
and profit are expected to be significant as the implementation of ISO would still require
changes to the affected airline networks as flight and turnaround times increase, possibly
leading to a smaller route network than can be covered by the same fleet.

As illustrated in Figure 8, we see that both measures lead to significant climate miti-
gation potentials, and potentials of ISOC are found to be higher compared to the NETW
optimization. Whereas ISOC is associated with a high increase in DOC and a crucial
operational impact due to the intermediate refueling stop, we find that implementation of
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NETW even slightly reduces operating cost. However, we expect disadvantages regarding
profit for both OIs with a higher impact for ISOC compared to NETW.

Figure 8. Comparison of climate mitigation potentials resulting from different network-related OIs in
relation to the resulting change in DOC.

In extension to the comparison of both approaches, a combination of the two OIs is also
possible. Noorafza et al. [31] assess this by incorporating ISO into the network optimization
and find that ISO is being implemented on approximately 10% of the flights for exemplary
primary and secondary H&S airlines. By doing so, climate mitigation potentials can be
increased to 26–44% associated with a profit decrease between 10 and 25% [31].

3.2.3. Comparison of Ground-Related OIs

Figure 9 shows the results for the comparison between the considered ground-related
OIs for an application at all airports in the ECAC area.

The highest relative mitigation potential can be achieved by electrifying the ground
fleet (85%), followed by electric towing (55%) and infrastructural updates to the airport
buildings (21%). Furthermore, we find that approximately 89% of the emissions related
to ground operations and infrastructure come from taxiing operations, leading to the
highest absolute reduction in CO2 emissions and associated climate impact, respectively.
Approximately two-thirds of the remaining emissions are related to the generation of
energy necessary for the heating, cooling, and illumination of the airport office buildings,
and one-third for the GSE and ground handling operations.

The impact on stakeholders is analyzed by considering the required initial investments
needed to implement the considered ground-related OIs and the associated time to reach
break-even due to the potential savings in operations. The analysis has been performed for
Malpensa airport in detail (see Appendix A.3). In general, we observe the highest initial
investments for ELEC, which is almost 10 times higher compared to SETX and 20 times
higher compared to INFR. However, due to yearly fuel and energy savings, the OIs are
expected to recoup their investments and reach break-even after long time horizons of 50
to 60 years.
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Figure 9. Absolute CO2 emissions and their reduction by implementing the different OIs (left) and
climate mitigation potential (ATR100) per considered ground-related OI (right) generalized for all
airports in the ECAC area.

3.3. Comparison across Measure Types

Figure 10 displays a final qualitative comparison of the results with respect to the
mitigation potentials, stakeholder impacts, and maturities of the investigated OIs. In
this context, economic and operational effects for the air transport system are divided by
impacted stakeholders, including airlines, airports, ANSPs and passengers. Indirect effects,
such as increasing prices for airlines due to higher costs for airports or increased ticket
prices for passengers due to higher costs for airlines, are excluded from this analysis.

Figure 10. Overview and comparison of achieved results for individual OIs. Climate mitigation
potential is indicated semi-quantitatively from very high (     ) to very low ( ####) absolute
climate mitigation potentials. Stakeholder impact is given as strongly negative (- - -), negative (- -),
slightly negative (-), slightly positive (+), and positive (+ +).

A direct quantitative comparison is so far only possible within similar categories as
different assessment methods and boundary conditions have been applied per category.
For the semi-qualitative comparison of all considered OIs, we need to differentiate between
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relative and absolute mitigation potentials. On the one hand, we see very high relative
mitigation potentials for ground-related OIs in comparison to the in-flight OIs. Also, we
observe high mitigation potentials for climate-optimized routing and climate-optimized
ISO, whereas we find lower relative potentials for free- and wind-optimized routing and
strategic network planning incorporating climate effects. On the other hand, the absolute
reduction of climate effects in ATR100 is significantly higher for in-flight measures com-
pared to on-ground improvements. This can be illustrated by the CO2 emissions caused
by the different target flight plans and target airports: We observe 150–200 Gt of CO2
emissions for the annual flight plan of the network-related OIs and 440 Mt of CO2 for the
target flight plan of the selected December day investigated for the trajectory-related OIs.
In comparison, the overall CO2 emissions of all European airports resulting from taxiing,
ground transport, and buildings are estimated to be 5 Mt annually. Moreover, we see
average CO2-Eq between 3 and 4 for the in-flight climate impact, thus we estimate absolute
mitigation potentials of in-flight OIs to be significantly larger.

Implementation of OIs is limited through the associated impact on the different
stakeholders of the air transport system. For instance, as OIs FREE and WIND increase
efficiency, cost for operators and travel times for passengers can be reduced. However, an
upgraded infrastructure for advanced wind and weather services and ATC modernization
will be required, associated with additional investments. ATC workload is expected to
increase in the context of wind-optimized flight planning, possibly influencing delays and
air navigation charges. In addition, LOSL and CLIM are associated with longer flight times
and increased fuel consumption leading to higher DOC. Passenger acceptance is expected
to decrease due to longer travel times [76]. The same holds true for network-related OIs:
deviation from economically efficient operations towards more climate-friendly concepts
increases costs and reduces profits for airlines. Potentially longer detours, travel times,
more intermediate stops, and number of flights needed for the same OD combination result
in reduced passenger acceptance [76]. Moreover, higher fuel consumption, flight times,
additional starts, and landings as well as adjusted frequencies affect the operating cost and
profit of the operators. Also, changes to the ground infrastructure would be required to
accommodate additional intermediate stops or route changes [20]. By contrast, on-ground
improvements typically aim for a reduction of CO2 emissions due to reduced energy or fuel
consumption. Hence, these measures generally reduce operating cost, thus are expected
to reach break-even following a significant initial investment. In addition, deploying the
three measures requires changes to the airport infrastructure. For instance, electric towing
leads to a rise in the number of terminal maneuvering area movements, thus an increased
workload for the tower controllers. Charging for electric vehicles and tow trucks will be
required leading to additional movements. In this context, the organization of airport
ground infrastructure also requires redesigning, e.g., to include areas for coupling and
decoupling the tugs and charging processes.

The investigated OIs are associated with different levels of maturity. The main lim-
itations to the ground-related OIs SETX, ELEC, and INFR are not technical, as the three
measures are based on mature technology, but rather economic and operational. By con-
trast, in-flight-related measures are generally associated with lower levels of maturity.
For instance, airport infrastructures and capacities are currently not designed to handle a
significant amount of intermediate refueling stops. Moreover, wind or climate-optimized
routings require an upgraded infrastructure for advanced wind and weather services and
ATC modernization. Furthermore, the high uncertainties in non-CO2 climate effects in
general and CiC in particular [3] affect the reliability of climate-optimized flight planning
or network design and require further research.

4. Discussion

For the first time, we compare a broad set of different operational measures to mitigate
the climate impact of aviation. By doing so, we confirm the climate mitigation potentials of
in-flight operational measures of up to 25% depending on the implementation scope and
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associated with different levels of cost increases for the operators. On-ground measures
are found to provide even larger mitigation potentials of up to 85%, but are associated
with significantly lower absolute climate mitigation potentials due to the lower overall
on-ground emission quantities. While the investigated on-ground OIs are based on existing
technologies, in-flight OIs are at a lower degree of maturity. In this context, reliability and
applicability of the achieved results need to be interpreted with care on the basis of the
applied assumptions, hypotheses, and boundary conditions. Nevertheless, the developed
and validated method to extrapolate case study results to a broader scale, e.g., regarding
the considered flight plan, investigated airports, or geographical restrictions, enables a
quantitative comparison of different operational mitigation measures. The method can also
be applied to other operational improvements (e.g., continuous climb/descent operations,
night-time contrail avoidance, or single-engine taxiing) as long as case study results and
boundary conditions are determined.

The accuracy of the selected approach is strongly influenced by the uncertainties in
the assessment process. In general, estimating the in-flight climate effects of non-CO2
emissions in aviation underlies large uncertainties [3]. Also, the assessment accuracy of
CO2-Eq for the scaling approach is determined by the assessment method. The applied
aCCFs for trajectory-related OIs are currently considered prototypical and have been
validated for a limited geo-temporal scope only [68]. The route-specific assessment of
CO2-Eq introduced by Dahlmann et al. [66] shows a relatively high mean square error
(0.19) in comparison to a more detailed assessment. Moreover, these regression formulas
have so far only been derived for a characteristic wide-body aircraft, namely A330, and
do not provide reliable estimates for short-range missions. Furthermore, a quantitative
extrapolation from individually investigated days per case study to longer time periods,
e.g., aggregated results for one year, is currently not possible due to the high dependency
of non-CO2 effects from atmospheric boundary conditions. Hence, further research will be
required in this context. Validation of the in-flight scaling method (Appendix B) has shown
a significant impact of the size of the reference flight plan on the accuracy of the scaling
results. Therefore, we expect a higher level of confidence for the generalized results from
LOSL, NETW and ISOC sub-studies whereas the assessment of the CLIM OI with only four
reference flights is expected to be limited in its significance. For ground-related OIs, the
scaling procedures aim to generalize information that is typically highly airport-specific.
This study is based on the limited information publicly available and validated using
the Malpensa airport data, hence depending on the specific characteristics of this airport.
Further analysis is needed to validate the methods on a broad selection of airports.

The direct quantitative comparability between the different categories of the OIs is
limited due to different modeling assumptions: While trajectory-related OIs have been
assessed for particular days of the year only, network- and ground-related OIs have been
assessed for one year. In this context, the different assessment approaches to the climate
impact also need to be considered and are expected to influence the comparability of results.
For instance, the analysis of trajectory-related OIs has incorporated specific meteorological
conditions during the flight, while network-related OIs have been assessed with a climato-
logical approach applying annual mean values [67,77]. The direct comparability between
different trajectory-related OIs is further limited due to the different tools applied for the tra-
jectory re-modeling building the basis for the following climate assessment. Nevertheless,
as all applied tools incorporate BADA4 performance data and use a total-energy model for
describing the aircraft state along a mission, differences have been found to be negligible
(deviations below 4% for fuel flow and 2% for flight time on selected investigated routes).
Furthermore, it needs to be considered that optimizations performed in CLIM and NETW
have especially aimed for the minimization of ATR20, while results have been converted to
ATR100 as a consistent climate metric for the comparison. Moreover, mitigation potentials
in CLIM have been assessed in relation to the fuel-optimal solution, whereas FREE, WIND,
and LOSL refer to the actual point profile on the selected day. NETW and ISOC assume
a direct great-circle connection. In addition, ground-related OIs comprise different study
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scopes, namely ELEC does not take emissions from ground power units (GPU) and push-
backs into consideration while INFR does not incorporate energy-intensive infrastructure
such as terminal, runways and taxiways illumination. While this is due to a lack of reliable
data, including them might change the relative contribution of these three OIs to the overall
mitigation potential on-ground.

In addition to the modeling approach itself, the selection of KPIs also influences
the conclusions. For instance, a change in background emission scenarios as well as the
underlying time horizon is expected to affect the results. Evaluating the climate impact
over a shorter time period of 20 or 50 years is expected to put more weight on the non-
CO2 climate forcing. A more detailed assessment of stakeholder KPIs such as passenger
and social acceptance of mitigation measures could help to include more aspects in the
quantitative assessment. A passenger acceptance survey has been performed in the course
of the project as a basis to facilitate further discussion [76].

5. Outlook and Conclusions

This study describes the potential of different operational changes to reduce the cli-
mate impact of aviation and presents a method to compare individual measures. The
proposed method scales the mitigation potentials of the individual measures to one com-
mon reference considering differences in traffic sample size as well as different CO2 and
non-CO2 climate effects, thus enabling a comparison of the climate impact of the considered
operational measures. As a result, we identify significant climate mitigation potentials
both in-flight and on-ground. Higher absolute potentials can be achieved with in-flight
measures compared to on-ground ones considering both CO2 and non-CO2 emissions.
However, in-flight mitigation measures are generally associated with lower maturity levels
and a more negative impact on the involved stakeholders of the air transport system.
For example, shifting trajectories to less climate-sensitive regions can potentially reduce
airspace capacity, increase workload, particularly for pilots and air traffic controllers, and
raise direct costs for aircraft operators. Other measures have a lower mitigation potential
but can be considered ’low-hanging fruits’ as the enabling technology is mature, the opera-
tional concept is clear, and their impact on performance, human workload and operation
safety is relatively small. This is, for example, the case for the electrification of the ground
support equipment and operations, and the upgrade of the airport infrastructure according
to energy-efficiency criteria.

In future work, this study could be expanded to further operational improvements
as well as by assessing the effects of implementation enablers on the KPI changes caused
by individual measures. Moreover, results need extension to a broader scope, e.g., also
including regional operations or worldwide flights, to increase significance. A direct quan-
titative comparison of measures of different types requires higher consistency regarding
reference case definition and modeling assumptions. A more detailed investigation of
the stakeholder effects, in addition to investments and cost changes, is of further interest,
for instance by assessing increases in airspace complexity due to the implementation of
trajectory changes or changes in on-ground processes due to the implementation of airport-
related improvements. Moreover, a combination of several methods as well as including
technological improvements such as new aircraft concepts or sustainable fuels could enrich
the achieved results.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

aCCF Algorithmic climate change function
ANSP Air navigation service provider
ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
ASK Available seat kilometers
ATR Average temperature response
ATR20 Average temperature response over 20 years
ATR100 Average temperature response over 100 years
ATC Air traffic control
ATS Air traffic service
BADA4 Base of aircraft data v.4.2
BAU Business-as-usual
CiC Contrail-induced cirrus
CLIM Operational improvement of climate-optimized flight planning
ClimOP Climate assessment of innovative mitigation strategies towards

operational improvements in aviation
CO2 Carbon dioxide
CO2-Eq CO2 equivalents
CORSIA Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation
DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (German Aerospace Centre)
DOC Direct operating cost
ECAC European Civil Aviation Conference
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
ELEC Operational improvement of electrification of ground vehicles
ETS European Union Emissions Trading System
F-ATR Future-emission-scenario-based ATR
FABEC Functional Airspace Block Europe Central
FREE Operational improvement of free routing
GHG Greenhouse gas
GPU Ground power unit
GSE Ground support equipment
GTP Global temperature potential
GWP Global warming potential
H&S Hub-and-spoke network
H2O Water, water vapor
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
INFR Operational improvement of upgrade of airport infrastructure
ISO Intermediate stop operations
ISOC Operational improvements of climate-optimized intermediate stop operations
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ITU Istanbul Technical University
LCC Low-cost carriers
LTO Landing–take-off
KPI Key performance indicator
LOSL Operational improvement of reduced cruise altitudes and speed
MXP Milan Malpensa airport
NCEP National Centers for Environmental Prediction
NETW Operational improvement of network optimization
NOx Nitrogen oxides
OI Operational improvement
OD Origin–destination
RedEmP Reduced Emission Profiles
RF Radiative forcing
SETX Operational improvement of sustainable taxi operations
TCM Trajectory Calculation Module
TGT Trajectory Generation Tool
TOM Trajectory Optimization Module
TOT Trajectory Optimization Tool
WIND Operational improvement of wind-optimal flight planning

Appendix A. Assessment of Individual OIs

The following sections briefly describe the results of every OI-specific case study
including its assessment approach and the obtained mitigation potentials, which is the
basis for the comparability assessment of this study.

Appendix A.1. Trajectory-Related Measures

Since non-CO2 climate effects do not only depend on emission quantities or fuel
consumption but also on the emission location, the time of release, and atmospheric
background conditions [4,65,78], the climate impact of flight trajectories can be optimized
by adjusting the routes in that regard [79]. Different degrees of freedom can be incorporated
to optimize the climate mitigation potentials along the selected reference trajectories. In
this context, climate mitigation potentials from reductions in cruise altitude and speed are
investigated with the OI LOSL [14,25]. Moreover, the free-routing concept (FREE) allows
the airspace users to plan the trajectories according to their needs without constraints by the
fixed air traffic service (ATS) routes [80]. In this context, travel duration, fuel consumption,
CO2 as well as non-CO2 emissions, and climate impact can be reduced by incorporating
wind effects with different objective functions (WIND). By directly considering the climate
impact in an overall objective function of the trajectory optimization, we are able to identify
and evaluate climate-optimized trajectories analyzed in the OI CLIM [17,81].

Appendix A.1.1. Assessment Method

The goal of individually studying these trajectory-related OIs is to assess the respective
climate mitigation potential in terms of ATR20, and the effects on non-climate KPIs such
as fuel consumption, flight time, and DOC. The assessment approach is displayed in
Figure A1.

Based on the defined reference missions, OI implementation scenarios representing
the trajectory-based changes to these missions are defined, i.e., reduced cruise altitudes, ad-
justed speeds, or improved lateral routings. The respective trajectories are then re-modeled
by applying either DLR’s Trajectory Calculation Module (TCM) as well as ITU’s Trajectory
Generation Tool (TGT), or in the case of trajectory optimization, DLR’s Trajectory Opti-
mization Module (TOM) and ITU’s Trajectory Optimization Tool (TOT) [17,46,47,82–84].
All above-mentioned tools rely on BADA4 aircraft performance data [85] and incorporate
mission-specific wind data from weather forecast models. Results are combined with emis-
sion indices from the ICAO Engine emission data bank [86] to estimate emission quantities
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in accordance with fuel-flow correlation methods [87,88]. To incorporate economic effects
on the stakeholders, an assessment of DOC is conducted based on fuel consumption and
flight time with a model according to Thorbeck and Scholz [58,59]. To compute ATR20, an
updated version of aCCFs is applied [67,68].

Figure A1. Method to assess the climate impact of trajectory-related operational improvements.

Obviously, the definition of the reference case as well as the implementation scenario
of the individual OIs vary for the different measures:

• An implementation of the OI LOSL was modeled by considering combinations of
altitude shifts of 2000, 4000, and 6000 ft and speed reductions of 0, 5, and 10% in
comparison to the reference case. The optimized set-up is selected based on minimum
ATR20. The reference case was defined by a sample of flights on four representative
days performed with two selected representative wide-body aircraft types on missions
from or to the ECAC area.

• The OIs FREE and WIND have been implemented by focusing on one high-complexity
en-route airspace in the ECAC area, namely EDUU, and using the flight plans and
weather information on a representative winter day in 2018. Three case studies of
OI implementation are evaluated to explore the mitigation potentials of the concept
with different objective functions (i.e., the shortest path for FREE, the weighted sum
of travel duration and fuel consumption, or prioritizing decreasing NOx emissions by
also considering fuel consumption and travel duration for WIND).

• The CLIM OI applies aCCFs to describe the climate impact of CO2 and non-CO2 effects
in a set of trajectory optimization experiments. Therefore, the climate mitigation
potential with respect to ATR20 was determined by avoiding climate-sensitive regions
associated with different fuel penalties. Four city pairs with departures from the
ECAC area were selected for the representative winter day.

Appendix A.1.2. Results

The OI-individual case study results and major differences are summarized in Table A1.

Appendix A.2. Network-Related Measures

The optimization of airline networks with strategic network planning or ISO can
reduce the climate impact of aviation beyond a change of routing along a dedicated flight
mission. The climate mitigation potential from optimizing the airline network considering
ATR20 and profit simultaneously is assessed with the OI NETW [31]. ISO describes
the concept of increasing fuel efficiency by shortening the stage length of a mission by
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performing intermediate stops for refueling. As less kerosene needs to be carried along the
mission, aircraft mass and thus fuel consumption can be reduced [30]. The study in the
context of ClimOP extends the concept [15,30,89] with a climate-optimization perspective
so that both refueling airports and cruise altitudes are selected based on the associated
change in climate impact in the ISOC case study [20,90].

Table A1. Summary of results from individual assessment of trajectory-related OIs [45,47,48,70].

Climate Mitigation Potential Change in DOC Limitations

LOSL [45,70] • −8.7% on 16 June 2018
• −16.1% on 11 December 2018

• +3.0% on 16 June 2018
• −2.5% on 11 December 2018

• North Atlantic flight sample
on selected days

• Assessment of pulse-ATR20

FREE [47] −24.4% on 11 December 2018 −4.3% on 11 December 2018

• Flights that use the focused
en-route airspace (EDUU) in
ECAC area on the selected day

• Assessment of pulse-ATR20

WIND [47]

• Wind-optimal: −24.1%
• Emission-optimized: −28.0%

on 11 December 2018

• Wind-optimal: −4.3%
• Emission-optimized −2.9%

on 11 December 2018

• Flights that use the focused
en-route airspace (EDUU) in
ECAC area on the selected day

• Assessment of pulse-ATR20

CLIM [48]

• LHR-JFK: −10.9%
• FRA-YYZ: −14.8%
• SNN-JFK: −8.9%
• MAD-SJO: −12.1%

on 11 December 2018

• LHR-JFK: +5.5%
• FRA-YYZ: +1.5%
• SNN-JFK: +2.6%
• MAD-SJO: +7.1%

on 11 December 2018

• Four city pairs on selected day,
departure only from ECAC
area

• Assessment of F-ATR20

Appendix A.2.1. Assessment Method

The network-related OIs are analyzed regarding their climate mitigation potential in
terms of reduction in ATR20 and ATR100. This is modeled either with an optimization of
dedicated airline networks by considering not only profit but also climate impact or by
splitting a mission with an intermediate stop for refueling in different scenarios (Figure A2).
As those considerations typically influence long-term decisions, an aggregated climatologi-
cal assessment approach is selected instead of incorporating time and weather-dependent
effects on detailed missions. An annual European flight plan is investigated either with
respect to certain airline types or all long-haul flights from the European network, which
are suitable to ISO.

Trajectory modeling is performed with Reduced Emission Profiles (RedEmP) as derived
from standardized TCM calculations applying BADA4 aircraft performance data [82,85]
in combination with fuel-flow correlation methods to estimate emission quantities along
standardized missions [87] for every possible combination of origin, destination, and
aircraft. Climate impact assessment is performed with the climate chemistry response
model AirClim [77,91] incorporating background emissions defined in a BAU scenario [8].

The modeling scenarios and the underlying flight network varies between the two
investigated measures. On the one hand, airline network optimization problems involve a
wide range of decisions, e.g., regarding fleet assignment, crew scheduling, route planning,
and flight scheduling [92]. To address this complexity, a multi-agent optimization model is
used to capture the interactions between different agents and optimize decisions for the
entire network [31] incorporating factors such as weekly demand distribution or capacity
constraints for the selected representative airlines KLM, TAP, and easyJet. On the other
hand, the best configuration with regard to the climate impact is selected from a set of
possible intermediate stop airports and preferred cruise altitudes in the course of ISOC.
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Figure A2. Method to assess the climate impact of network-related operational improvements.

Appendix A.2.2. Results

The results obtained in the individual studies and limitations to their comparability
are summarized in the following Table A2.

Table A2. Summary of results from individual assessment of network-related OIs [20,31].

Change in ATR100 Change in Profit/DOC Limitations

NETW [31,71]
• Primary H&S: −5.8%
• Secondary H&S: −12.9%
• LCC: −1.1%

Profit decrease by

• −5.4% for primary H&S
• −6.8% for secondary H&S
• −3.9% for LCC

• Three representative
European airlines, one per
aircraft type

• Exclusion of regional airlines

ISOC [20] −40.3% DOC increase by 20.9%

• Long-range flights to or from
the ECAC area

• Wide-body aircraft only
• Pre-selection of refueling

airports

Appendix A.3. Ground-Related Measures

In addition to operational measures in-flight, emissions and thus climate effects can
be reduced on-ground. Three measures addressing different aspects of airport ground
operations have been analyzed: Effects from replacing inefficient engine-powered taxiing
with sustainable options, in this case electric towing (SETX), are investigated. In the project
context [49,50], single-engine taxiing and autonomous eTaxi have also been studied but
were excluded from this paper as their environmental impact reduction is significantly less
than that of electric towing. Moreover, climate and stakeholder impacts from replacing the
fuel-powered electric ground fleet with their electric equivalents (ELEC) and upgrading
airport building infrastructure with energy-efficiency measures (INFR), i.e., insulation of
exterior walls, optimization of windows, and introduction of LED lights, are examined.
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Appendix A.3.1. Assessment Approach

Each of the selected OIs follows an individual assessment approach to obtain changes
in fuel and energy consumption as well as emission quantities due to their specific charac-
teristics, before the resulting climate effect is quantified.

For the assessment of SETX, we model the emissions on the basis of engine information
and taxi times, as compared to the energy needed for towing vehicles for selected repre-
sentative aircraft types (E190, A320, B738, and A350). Engine emission indices are derived
from ICAO engine emissions data bank [86], while taxi-in and taxi-out times are based on
recorded times for a representative selection of aircraft types on a peak day [93]. Engine
warm-up and cool-down times are assumed to be 3 and 4 min. Potential fuel and resulting
emission reductions are calculated considering measured taxiing times, engine-preparation
times, and average fuel consumption rate for the engine in idle. The corresponding energy
demand to power a fleet of electric tow trucks is calculated accordingly. Based on the
assumption that approximately 80% of the values of fuel consumption and energy demand
(and corresponding GHG emissions) of a peak day are representative of an average day
of operations, results are extrapolated to the entire reference year 2018. The economic
assessment is based on the initial investment per tow truck considering the optimal number
of tow trucks at the selected airport [49,50].

To quantify the effects of ELEC, ground vehicles are classified regarding vehicle
size (small-, medium-, and large-sized) and traction (petrol, diesel, and electric). The
corresponding emissions are estimated as well as the emissions from the assumed European
mix of electrical energy sources to fuel the electric vehicles. On this basis, emissions from
petrol and diesel vehicles can be compared to their electric equivalent. Consequently,
results are used to calculate the overall savings for any vehicle fleet. Based on the detailed
available data at MXP on the actual ground fleet composition and average daily mileage of
each vehicle, results from the OIs implementation in terms of fuel and energy consumption
can be compared to the BAU reference case [49].

The assessment of INFR is performed with the EnergyPlus model (The open-source
software developed by the US Department of Energy, https://energyplus.net, accessed on
2 March 2023), and focuses on the reduction of CO2 emissions of a conceptual office building
due to the application of the selected energy-efficiency measures mentioned above. In this
course, different climate zones according to the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating
and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) classification of the geographical distribution
of climate conditions are utilized to model the energy consumption of the conceptual office
building at different locations. Results obtained for one conceptual office building are then
scaled to the total energy consumption at the airport level through a proxy calculated as a
logarithmic function of the number of aircraft movements [49,51].

Finally, the climate impact assessment for all three considered OIs is performed
based on the obtained emission quantities and converted into ATR following Sausen and
Schumann [69].

Appendix A.3.2. Results

Detailed results obtained for an individual assessment in the high-resolution experi-
ment at MXP are summarized in Table A3. Combining the potentials from the individual
OIs at MXP, we observe an overall climate mitigation potential of 50.1%. Moreover, in-
vestment costs at MXP are estimated between 5 and 113 million euros to implement the
investigated OI associated with different time periods to reach break-even.

https://energyplus.net
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Table A3. Relative changes in selected KPIs for implementation of ground-related OIs at Malpensa
airport for the reference year 2018 [49]. Infinite increase for energy consumption results from zero
electricity need in BAU scenario.

Emissions Fuel Energy ATR100 Limitations

SETX
• CO2: −54.5%
• CO: −64.0%
• NOx: −64.1%

−54.2% Inf −54.4%

• Detailed assessment for
Malpensa airport

• Selection of representative
aircraft types

• Average taxi times derived from
peak day

ELEC
• CO2: −83.8%
• CO: −97.5%
• NOx: −56.2%

−100% Inf −84.1%

• Detailed assessment for
Malpensa airport

• Predefinition of three
vehicle classes

• Assumption of Average
European Energy source mix

INFR • CO2: −24.4% - - 18.5% −21.0%

• Detailed assessment for
Malpensa airport

• Focus on office buildings
(exclusion of energy-intensive
buildings such as maintenance
hangars, terminals etc.)

• Assessment based on different
European climate zones

Appendix B. Validation of In-Flight Scaling Approach

A validation of the above-described scaling approach (Section 2.3.1) and analysis of
the resulting goodness-of-fit is performed based on the detailed assessment of the ISOC
study. Further details on the study can be found in Section A.2. Based on a broader sample
of long-range flights with determined climate and non-climate KPIs, we assess ATR100 for
different randomly generated flight plans of different reference sample sizes (nre f ). Results
can then be related to the known ATR. Furthermore, the applicability of the approach
to assess mitigation potentials from implementing the OI on a restricted flight sample
(e.g., limited by geographic or fleet restrictions) is demonstrated based on the individual
study results.

Figure A3 illustrates the deviation in estimated ATR100 from the originally calculated
value for 100 randomly generated flight plans (nit = 100) with a sample size of 500 flights
(nre f = 500), where an aggregated scaling is performed on different available parameters.
We find that the combination of ASK and CO2-Eq scaling reduces deviations to values
between ±4% compared to approaches based on alternative parameters.

We observe that the estimation can be improved by applying matching schemes
instead of aggregated scaling. Different matching approaches can incorporate effects
from flight distance, aircraft type, and geographic location. For instance, a cluster-based
matching approach (CLU1) selects a sample of comparable reference flights for every target
flight based on the connected origin and destination airports, which have previously been
assigned to 15 global clusters. Different individual matching approaches (IND1 and IND2)
identify the best matching flight from the reference sample for every target flight based on
aircraft type, flight distance, and average flight latitude with different weighting factors.
Figure A4 left shows larger deviations for the randomly generated flight plans (nit = 100,
nre f = 300) for the aggregated approach between +4.3% and −4.2%, while this can be
reduced to values between +1.3% and −1.5% (excluding outliers) with a flight matching.
The sample size of the reference flight plan has a significant influence on the accuracy
of results and the related goodness-of-fit. Figure A4 right illustrates deviations in scaled
and originally estimated ATR100 showing improvements with increasing nre f . Hence, the
explanatory power of the above-described method also varies for different sample sizes and
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is limited for a very small sample of flights. Also, composition of the reference flight plan in
terms of covered missions and aircraft types influences the accuracy of the scaling approach.

Figure A3. Scaling results for ATR100 of the ISOC study for different parameters and in relation to
the originally estimated value. The reference flight plan has randomly been generated with nit = 100
and nre f = 500.

Figure A4. Relative scaling results for ATR100 of the ISOC study for different matching approaches
(left, nit = 100, nre f = 300) and different sample sizes of the reference flight plan (right, nit = 100,
nre f = 5 to 1000).

The above-described method is also applicable to transfer mitigation potentials ob-
tained for a limited scope to the mitigation potentials of a broader scale. For instance,
implementation of an OI for North Atlantic flights leading to a certain mitigation potential
would be reduced if considering all long-range flights to or from European destinations
as a reference. For instance, an individual study of ISOC for flights crossing the North
Atlantic shows a mitigation potential in terms of ATR100 of 35.6%. If this is related to the
total European long-range traffic, implementation of ISO on North Atlantic flights results in
a mitigation potential of 14.0%. Applying the previously described scaling method results
in estimations of the impact between 13.9% and 15.3% dependent of the matching applied.
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We find that easy scaling approaches, e.g., considering flight plan size, flight distance, ASK,
or fuel consumption, tend to overestimate the mitigation potential (estimates between
15.1% and 16.7%). By contrast, a flight plan matching improves the estimation quality to a
deviation of less than 0.1% in this example.
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